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Last time

• liquid pressure: pressure and depth



Warm Up Question

The figure shows four containers of olive oil. Rank them according
to the pressure at depth h, greatest first.1
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Fig. 14-3 The pressure p increases
with depth h below the liquid surface
according to Eq. 14-8.
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The pressure at a point in a fluid in static equilibrium depends on the depth of that
point but not on any horizontal dimension of the fluid or its container.

Thus, Eq. 14-8 holds no matter what the shape of the container. If the bottom 
surface of the container is at depth h, then Eq. 14-8 gives the pressure p there.

In Eq. 14-8, p is said to be the total pressure, or absolute pressure, at level 2.
To see why, note in Fig. 14-3 that the pressure p at level 2 consists of two contribu-
tions: (1) p0, the pressure due to the atmosphere, which bears down on the liquid,
and (2) rgh, the pressure due to the liquid above level 2, which bears down on
level 2. In general, the difference between an absolute pressure and an atmos-
pheric pressure is called the gauge pressure. (The name comes from the use of a
gauge to measure this difference in pressures.) For the situation of Fig. 14-3, the
gauge pressure is rgh.

Equation 14-7 also holds above the liquid surface: It gives the atmospheric pres-
sure at a given distance above level 1 in terms of the atmospheric pressure p1 at level 1
(assuming that the atmospheric density is uniform over that distance). For example, to
find the atmospheric pressure at a distance d above level 1 in Fig.14-3,we substitute

y1 ! 0, p1 ! p0 and y2 ! d, p2 ! p.

Then with r ! rair, we obtain
p ! p0 " rairgd.

of the water in the cylinder (Fig.14-2d).The balance of these forces is written as

F2 ! F1 # mg. (14-5)

We want to transform Eq. 14-5 into an equation involving pressures. From
Eq. 14-4, we know that

F1 ! p1A and F2 ! p2A. (14-6)

The mass m of the water in the cylinder is, from Eq. 14-2, m ! rV, where the
cylinder’s volume V is the product of its face area A and its height y1 " y2. Thus,
m is equal to rA(y1 " y2). Substituting this and Eq. 14-6 into Eq. 14-5, we find

p2A ! p1A # rAg(y1 " y2)

or p2 ! p1 # rg(y1 " y2). (14-7)

This equation can be used to find pressure both in a liquid (as a function of
depth) and in the atmosphere (as a function of altitude or height). For the former,
suppose we seek the pressure p at a depth h below the liquid surface. Then we
choose level 1 to be the surface, level 2 to be a distance h below it (as in Fig. 14-3),
and p0 to represent the atmospheric pressure on the surface.We then substitute

y1 ! 0, p1 ! p0 and y2 ! "h, p2 ! p
into Eq. 14-7, which becomes

p ! p0 # rgh (pressure at depth h). (14-8)

Note that the pressure at a given depth in the liquid depends on that depth but
not on any horizontal dimension.

h

(a) (b) (c) (d)

CHECKPOINT 1

The figure shows four
containers of olive oil.
Rank them according
to the pressure at depth
h, greatest first.
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A a, b, c, d

B a, d, c, b

C a, c, d, b

D All the same

1Halliday, Resnick, Walker, 9th ed, page 363.
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Overview

• Pascal’s principle

• measurements of pressure

• fluid dynamics



Pressure in a liquid

We have this expression for total pressure:

Ptotal = P0 + ρgh

What if the pressure at the surface of the liquid, P0, was increased
to P1.

How would we expect this relation to change?

Ptotal = P1 + ρgh

The differences in pressure between the different layers of liquid
remain the same, but the pressure at each depth h increases.
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Pascal’s Law

This simple idea is captured by Pascal’s Law.

Pascal’s law applied to confined, incompressible fluids.

Pascal’s Law

A change in pressure applied to one part of an (incompressible)
fluid is transmitted undiminished to every point of the fluid.

This does not mean that the pressure is the same at every point in
the fluid.

It means that if the pressure is increased at one point in the fluid,
it increases by the same amount at all other points.
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Pascal’s Principle

Since the changes in pressures at the left end and the right end are
the same:

∆P1 = ∆P2

F1
A1

=
F2
A2

Since A2 > A1, F2 > F1.



Hydraulic Lift

This has applications:

1Figure from hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu.



Question

If a pair of pistons are connected on either end of a hydraulic tube.
The first has area 0.2 m2 and the second has an area of 4 m2.

A force of 30 N is applied the first piston. What is the force
exerted by the second piston on a mass that rests on it?

If the first piston is depressed a distance of 1 m by the 30 N force,
how far does the second piston rise?
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Measuring Pressure

Pressure in a fluid could be measured using a device like this:
418 Chapter 14 Fluid Mechanics

Find the volume of the water filling the mattress: V 5 (2.00 m)(2.00 m)(0.300 m) 5 1.20 m3

Use Equation 1.1 and the density of fresh water (see 
Table 14.1) to find the mass of the water bed:

M 5 rV 5 (1 000 kg/m3)(1.20 m3) 5 1.20 3 103 kg

Find the weight of the bed: Mg 5 (1.20 3 103 kg)(9.80 m/s2) 5  1.18 3 104 N

 The pressure in a fluid can be measured with the device pictured in Figure 14.2. 
The device consists of an evacuated cylinder that encloses a light piston connected 
to a spring. As the device is submerged in a fluid, the fluid presses on the top of 
the piston and compresses the spring until the inward force exerted by the fluid 
is balanced by the outward force exerted by the spring. The fluid pressure can be 
measured directly if the spring is calibrated in advance. If F is the magnitude of the 
force exerted on the piston and A is the surface area of the piston, the pressure P of 
the fluid at the level to which the device has been submerged is defined as the ratio 
of the force to the area:

 P ;
F
A

  (14.1)

Pressure is a scalar quantity because it is proportional to the magnitude of the force 
on the piston.
 If the pressure varies over an area, the infinitesimal force dF on an infinitesimal 
surface element of area dA is
 dF 5 P dA (14.2)

where P is the pressure at the location of the area dA. To calculate the total force 
exerted on a surface of a container, we must integrate Equation 14.2 over the surface.
 The units of pressure are newtons per square meter (N/m2) in the SI system. 
Another name for the SI unit of pressure is the pascal (Pa):

 1 Pa ; 1 N/m2 (14.3)

 For a tactile demonstration of the definition of pressure, hold a tack between 
your thumb and forefinger, with the point of the tack on your thumb and the 
head of the tack on your forefinger. Now gently press your thumb and forefinger 
together. Your thumb will begin to feel pain immediately while your forefinger will 
not. The tack is exerting the same force on both your thumb and forefinger, but 
the pressure on your thumb is much larger because of the small area over which 
the force is applied.

Q uick Quiz 14.1  Suppose you are standing directly behind someone who steps 
back and accidentally stomps on your foot with the heel of one shoe. Would you 
be better off if that person were (a) a large, male professional basketball player 
wearing sneakers or (b) a petite woman wearing spike-heeled shoes?

Vacuum

A

F
S

Figure 14.2  A simple device for 
measuring the pressure exerted 
by a fluid.

Pitfall Prevention 14.1
Force and Pressure Equations 
14.1 and 14.2 make a clear distinc-
tion between force and pressure. 
Another important distinction 
is that force is a vector and pressure 
is a scalar. There is no direction 
associated with pressure, but the 
direction of the force associated 
with the pressure is perpendicular 
to the surface on which the pres-
sure acts.

Example 14.1   The Water Bed

The mattress of a water bed is 2.00 m long by 2.00 m wide and 30.0 cm deep.

(A)  Find the weight of the water in the mattress.

Conceptualize  Think about carrying a jug of water and how heavy it is. Now imagine a sample of water the size of a 
water bed. We expect the weight to be relatively large.

Categorize  This example is a substitution problem.

S O L U T I O N

which is approximately 2 650 lb. (A regular bed, including mattress, box spring, and metal frame, weighs approximately 
300 lb.) Because this load is so great, it is best to place a water bed in the basement or on a sturdy, well- supported floor.

The pressure is proportional to the compression of the spring.

1Diagram from Serway & Jewett, 9th ed.



Barometers
Barometers are devices for measuring local atmospheric pressure.

Typically, simple barometers are filled with mercury, which is very
dense.

The weight of the mercury in the tube exerts the same pressure as
the surrounding atmosphere. On low pressure days, the level of the
mercury drops. On high pressure days it rises.



Mercury Barometer

The pressure at points A and B
is the same.

 14.4 Buoyant Forces and Archimedes’s Principle 423

14.3 Pressure Measurements
During the weather report on a television news program, the barometric pressure is 
often provided. This reading is the current local pressure of the atmosphere, which 
varies over a small range from the standard value provided earlier. How is this pres-
sure measured?
 One instrument used to measure atmospheric pressure is the common barom-
eter, invented by Evangelista Torricelli (1608–1647). A long tube closed at one end 
is filled with mercury and then inverted into a dish of mercury (Fig. 14.6a). The 
closed end of the tube is nearly a vacuum, so the pressure at the top of the mer-
cury column can be taken as zero. In Figure 14.6a, the pressure at point A, due 
to the column of mercury, must equal the pressure at point B, due to the atmo-
sphere. If that were not the case, there would be a net force that would move mer-
cury from one point to the other until equilibrium is established. Therefore, P0 5 
rHggh, where rHg is the density of the mercury and h is the height of the mercury 
column. As atmospheric pressure varies, the height of the mercury column varies, 
so the height can be calibrated to measure atmospheric pressure. Let us determine 
the height of a mercury column for one atmosphere of pressure, P0 5 1 atm 5  
1.013 3 105 Pa:

 P0 5 rHggh S h 5
P0

rHgg 5
1.013 3 105 Pa113.6 3 103 kg/m3 2 19.80 m/s2 2 5 0.760 m

Based on such a calculation, one atmosphere of pressure is defined to be the pres-
sure equivalent of a column of mercury that is exactly 0.760 0 m in height at 08C.
 A device for measuring the pressure of a gas contained in a vessel is the open-
tube manometer illustrated in Figure 14.6b. One end of a U-shaped tube containing 
a liquid is open to the atmosphere, and the other end is connected to a container of 
gas at pressure P. In an equilibrium situation, the pressures at points A and B must 
be the same (otherwise, the curved portion of the liquid would experience a net 
force and would accelerate), and the pressure at A is the unknown pressure of the 
gas. Therefore, equating the unknown pressure P to the pressure at point B, we see 
that P 5 P0 1 rgh. Again, we can calibrate the height h to the pressure P.
 The difference in the pressures in each part of Figure 14.6 (that is, P 2 P0) is 
equal to rgh. The pressure P is called the absolute pressure, and the difference 
P 2 P0 is called the gauge pressure. For example, the pressure you measure in your 
bicycle tire is gauge pressure.

Q uick Quiz 14.3  Several common barometers are built, with a variety of fluids. 
For which of the following fluids will the column of fluid in the barometer be 
the highest? (a) mercury   (b) water   (c) ethyl alcohol   (d) benzene

14.4 Buoyant Forces and Archimedes’s Principle
Have you ever tried to push a beach ball down under water (Fig. 14.7a, p. 424)? It 
is extremely difficult to do because of the large upward force exerted by the water 
on the ball. The upward force exerted by a fluid on any immersed object is called 

The total force on the dam is equal to the product of the average pressure and the area of the face of the dam:

F 5 PavgA 5 11
2rgH 2 1Hw 2 5 1

2rgwH 2

which is the same result we obtained using calculus.

a

P ! 0

P

P0

P0

A B

h

h

A B

b

Figure 14.6  Two devices for 
measuring pressure: (a) a mercury 
barometer and (b) an open-tube 
manometer.

 

▸ 14.4 c o n t i n u e d

The pressure at B is P0.

Above the mercury in the tube is
a vacuum, so pressure at A is
ρHggh.

(ρHg = 13.6 kg/m3)

Therefore, P0 = ρHggh.

h ∝ P0

Pressure is sometimes quoted in
“inches of mercury”.

1Diagrams from Serway & Jewett, 9th ed.



Manometer

The pressure being measured, P, can be compared to atmospheric
pressure P0 by measuring the height of the incompressible fluid in
the U-shaped tube.
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▸ 14.4 c o n t i n u e d

If h is positive, P > P0, if “negative”, P < P0.

P − P0 is called the gauge pressure.



Fluid Dynamics

When fluids are in motion, their behavior can be very complex.

We will only consider smooth, laminar flow.

Laminar flow is composed of streamlines that do not cross or curl
into vortices.

Streamline

The lines traced out by the velocities of individual particles over
time. Streamlines are always tangent to the velocity vectors in the
flow.
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Fluid Dynamics

A diagram of streamlines can be compared to Faraday’s
representation of the electric field with field lines. In fluids, the
vector field is instead a field of velocity vectors in the fluid at every
point in space and time, and streamlines are the field lines.

1Image by Dario Isola, using MatLab.
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Fluid Dynamics

We will make some simplifying assumptions:

1 the fluid is nonviscous, ie. not sticky, it has no internal
friction between layers

2 the fluid is incompressible, its density is constant

3 the flow is laminar, ie. the streamlines are constant in time

4 the flow is irrotational, there is no curl

In real life no fluids actually have the second property, and almost
none have the first.

Flows can have the second two properties, in the right conditions.
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Summary

• Pascal’s principle

• measurements of pressure

• introduced fluid dynamics

Test Wednesday, April 22, in class. (TBC)


